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Visual Displays of Information:
A Conceptual Taxonomy
SCOTT WARREN
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This paper creates a taxonomic model for visual information
displays looking at three levels: information design (based
on Edward Tufte’s work), information architecture, and in-
formation spaces. Special attention is paid to the use of spat-
ial and navigational metaphors in visual systems as they
affect the user ’s experience. Especially interesting is how a
user creates an “information space” – a mental model of
what he has seen, how she keeps track of where she is with-
in a system, and how these activities fit together with the
data that is being sought. Mathematics is one area that holds
promise for better understanding how people visualize
information spaces. Vague terms like space, shape, and dis-
tance (all implied by the navigation metaphor) have far
more refined conceptualizations within mathematics. By
harnessing the descriptive powers of mathematics, we can
more aptly describe and understand the process of meta-
phor creation. Secondly, studying comic books and how they
are read (McCloud 1993) holds much promise for under-
standing how people navigate electronic systems. Comics
are 2-D sequentially arranged (or at least juxtaposed) combi-
nations of images and text, much like computer screens.
People used to reading such visual constructions are better
able to navigate through complex information systems. Fi-
nally, the use of spatial or navigational metaphors necessari-
ly implies a temporal dimension as well, which leads to cer-
tain subtle, but important differences when comparing navi-
gation through electronic environments as opposed to real
world ones.
Introduction
Visual displays of information are an important
and increasingly vibrant field of research and
practice that holds great promise and opportunity
for the future of libraries. The phrase “visual in-
formation displays” encompasses an enormous
range of activities ranging from the familiar such
as World Wide Web pages and computer inter-
faces to the more esoteric like semantic spaces
and information shape. Yet it is possible to de-
velop a working model of the entire field by
grouping what might at first seem like disparate
activities into a coherent structure based on a
shared goal: the act of effective, efficient, and easy
information retrieval and display using visual
means. Placing the many forms of visual display
along an axis that moves from the most limited in
conceptual scope and thus most practical in ap-
plication to the most abstract and theoretical and
thus not readily applicable outside of discussion
is a fruitful methodology for analysis. Three con-
ceptual levels are sufficient to understand visual
information: 1) information displays (or visual
design), 2) information architecture, and 3) in-
formation space. Here information space denotes
how users internally conceptualize their experi-
ence of an information architecture and how, or
whether, that conceptualization is understood
and processed in visual terms.
These three levels are related with each sub-
sequent term necessarily encompassing the scope
and methodology of the prior term(s). The use of
this model allows the discussion of everything
from paper graphs to user interfaces to virtual re-
ality to how users conceptually map their knowl-
edge universes, all with a regard to information
displayed visually.
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It is misleading to assume that visual informa-
tion was non-existent before the computer graph-
ics developments of the 1990s. Edward Tufte’s
work provides a smorgasbord of examples of vis-
ual communication preceding the computer in-
cluding train schedules, a chronology of Soviet
cosmonaut activity, landscape renderings, and
many others. It is true however that, until re-
cently, “the history of information retrieval [and
this is really what information display is all
about] is mostly the history of word retrieval”
(Lunin 1999, 790). The advent of graphical user
interfaces (GUIs) and contemporary computer
processing ability has, of course, launched a revo-
lution in using visual techniques both to com-
municate and to retrieve information [1].
Displaying information in a visual or graphic
form can be (if done right) inherently strong,
robust, and effective. A large body of evidence
suggests this is true. Richard Wurman in Follow
the Yellow Brick Road, a study of how to provide
effective instructions, says that “what has come
through in many studies is that the combination
of pictures and words is more effective than either
alone.” (1992, 186). A special report on visual in-
formation in the Journal of the American Society of
Information Science asked whether visual displays
are “of greater power than the ordering of re-
trieved objects by lists?” and answered with “All
the authors in this issue claim that it is a more
powerful vision. Moreover this claim is made on
the face validation presented by our human senses
and the pre-linguistic evolutionary properties of
the human visual neocortex” (Lunin 1999, 790).
Computer graphics create a user-tailored dis-
play that is capable of (at least limited) change
from session to session. This non-fixed capacity is
what really powers the growing utility of con-
temporary visual displays: it frees the user from a
strictly linear narrative that previously reigned
supreme in textual displays and allows for a
more than two-dimensional display. Once the
linear display structure is removed and replaced
by an at least partially nonsequential structure,
visual information displays become enormously
more powerful, but also complex, in their func-
tioning.
Tied ineluctably to this capability is that of inter-
activity. A user now not only can view informa-
tion and process it in her mind, but also influence
the creation and display of a given data set.
Together interactivity and nonlinearity lead from
simple principles of good visual design towards
information architecture and then to information
space.
Information displays
First though, defining visual design or informa-
tion display, the most concrete and established of
the three levels, is prudent. Edward Tufte has cre-
ated the Bibles for effective design of visual
information displays. In all of his books Tufte ar-
gues that “clarity and excellence in thinking is
very much like clarity and excellence in the dis-
play of data. When principles of design replicate
principles of thought, the act of arranging in-
formation becomes an insight.” (1983, 9). Tufte’s
three volumes, The Visual Display of Quantitative
Information, Envisioning Information, and Visual Ex-
planations are meant to convey design principles
about pictures representing numbers, nouns, and
verbs, respectively. Across these three areas the
design principles remain relatively constant and
are easily described.
Tufte, above all else, stresses clarity of presenta-
tion. He notes that “clarity and simplicity are com-
pletely opposite of simple-mindedness” (1990,
34). Tufte says that clarity can be accomplished in
visual displays (of any form and format) by
utilizing the following principles:
1. To clarify, add sufficient detail.
2. Show the data. Never obscure or hide data.
3. Strive for high information density per display.
4. Reduce chartjunk and any form of extraneous clutter.
5. Assume the audience is intelligent.
6. Proper use of spacing, layout, and color is essential.
While these principles embody a host of more
detailed rules and procedures, they possess
enough generality to serve as a template for ef-
fective design and discussion in a variety of
situations. Though Tufte believes that presenta-
tion should be kept as simple as possible,
allowing for complex formulation and extraction
of information from data sets, the data itself
should not be compromised. Tufte’s advice is
very practical; it focuses on allowing a user to ex-
tract maximum information from a visual in-
formation display. Items like color use and layout
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design are already fully realized in the graphic
design world. These principles are not always
used, however, in computer displays. Tufte has
harsh words for computer display systems, say-
ing that most spend too much effort on extraneous
display and not enough on relevant information.
Information architecture
When a computer not only displays information
graphically, but allows for its sifting and con-
figuration and when the given display is part of a
much larger information entity with a variety of
possible display pages which are interconnected
(topically and navigationally) in some fashion,
then the level of analysis shifts from information
display to information architecture. The salient
issue ceases to be how each page can be most
effectively constructed to how these hopefully
well-designed pages may best be configured as a
structured system for the maximum user utility
in extracting information.
Completely new issues arise at the information
architecture level. First, unlike each single page
display, this level assumes the use of computers
and screens [2]. Thus, this field, unlike regular
page design, has very few historical antecedents.
As a term, as an intellectual field, and as an en-
deavor, information architecture is only about
five years old. Information architecture has, how-
ever, already achieved recognition as a vital ele-
ment in successful user functioning. Clifford
Mok, in Designing Business: Multiple Media, Multi-
ple Disciplines defines information architecture as:
1. The meaningful organization of information, giving it
shape within the complex structures behind the com-
puter screen. (1996, 97)
2. The integration of the structures underlying a system.
(1996, 98)
3. The thoughtful arrangement of data and the navi-
gational devices used to move amongst that data.
(1996, 102)
The third definition is the one that comes closest
to the everyday practical idea of information
architecture and the nascent job description of
information architect. Briefly put, it is arranging
web sites in a well-thought out, easy to manoeuvre
manner that allows a user to understand how the
various pages connect both logically and navi-
gationally.
Along with Mok’s book [3], there exists a large
and growing body of literature on how to make
good Web sites, including Web sites themselves
like www.webmonkey.com. At the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, a guideline is available for
structuring sites that focuses on practical con-
siderations like how many levels a site should
contain, how many pages per level, and the
choice of navigational devices. The lower level of
information design persists in relevance as ques-
tions of placement and highlighting navigational
features remain on each page.
Navigation and information architecture
The rationale for good information architecture is
the same as that for real world architecture: to
provide a welcoming place in which users will
not get lost or have to travel too far to acquire
what they need. However, doing this task on a
flat screen is considerably challenging.
Print media, of course, have an established,
well-known, fairly standardized set of hierarchi-
cal (book-chapter-page-paragraph-sentence-word)
and navigational (table of contents, index, page
numbering) structures developed for moving
amongst a given print information architecture.
This task is also rendered simpler because most
texts are accessed sequentially (reference materi-
als being a notable exception).
It is worth remembering, however, that print
media’s navigational and organizing techniques
have had five hundred years to develop and
were not all present at the dawn of the printing
age. Thus the present state of ambivalence over
information architecture and lack of standardiza-
tion on organizational structure and navigation
should not be looked at with dismay as the sign
of format inferiority, but rather as the growing
pains of a medium struggling to mature.
The most important point to consider when ex-
amining how users navigate is that interactivity
depends on a user choosing an action out of sev-
eral options. That is to say, a given display of infor-
mation results from a particular choice. Whether
this is a good or bad choice will depend on what
the user wants (which cannot be controlled, but
perhaps predicted) and the information architec-
ture and visual design (which can be controlled).
Information architecture works when integrity
of experience in a given site is maintained by re-
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inforcing context and content across a variety of
actions. Without this supportive structure, any
interactive web site becomes a parody of informa-
tion delivery, merely offering a parade of colorful,
changing objects. Mok offers the following prin-
ciples for information architecture (1996, 130).
1. Things should progress from simple to complex.
2. Natural constraints [computer programming] should
be in place to prevent too many errors [especially for
novices].
3. Functions must be apparent as such and visible at all
times for whatever is required.
4. A user ’s focus should be on content, not format or
navigation.
5. Immediate feedback from actions taken should be given
to users.
6. Three modes of operation should be provided for:
a. Command.
b. Manipulate.
c. Record.
7. Pace. The user should be able to control the rate of
movement through material.
8. Appropriateness:
a. The interface should accommodate users, not the
other way round.
b. The system and interface should be as customizable
as possible.
c. The fewer assumptions made about users the better.
As opposed to many books on the topic, these
principles are not narrowly focused on GUI de-
sign per se, but on parameters that must be met
in web site design for successful information ex-
traction. In this sense, they function the same
way as Tufte’s principles do, possessing both
robustness and flexibility, only at a higher level.
They also focus on interactivity and thus from a
librarian’s point of view, must be considered
relevant to database and catalog design.
The principles of good information architecture
revolve around navigation and articulate how a
rich contextual user experience is to be achieved
because users, after all, are staring at a flat screen
and not actually moving through anything real.
Only a two dimensional visual display in front of
them is changing, sometimes dramatically and
sometimes quite subtly. An ancillary issue that
complicates understanding how individuals ex-
perience information architecture is that “users
may take different routes through a given architec-
ture and …[be permitted] different levels of au-
tonomy in doing so (from system-prescribed
sequencing of information to learner-controlled
navigation)” (Ford 2000, 543). Thus a given ar-
chitecture may be describable and bounded in its
structure, but much less describable and possibly
unbounded in its navigational complexity. And
of course, a given navigational sequence could
transcend several distinct information architec-
tures. Adding a final note of possible confusion is
the fact that digital information may “take multi-
ple forms such as text, sound, pictures, and anima-
tion and can easily overwhelm a user ’s ability to
filter and represent [regardless of architecture]”
(Dillon 2000, 521).
Information spaces
When we consider how a user processes and
understands the meaning of her experience in
utilizing and navigating a given information
system (i.e. moving through a given information
architecture and looking at the design), the third
level in the visual information display taxonomy,
an information space, has been reached. Under-
standing that information space in this sense
denotes an abstract quantity that does not physi-
cally exist is crucial. As mentioned earlier, in-
formation space denotes how users conceptualize
their experience of information architecture and
how, or whether, that conceptualization is under-
stood and processed in visual terms. While a
given information architecture does not literally
exist either (except as a collection of files), it does
possess an organizational structure that reflects
actions connecting different data elements and
computer files and can be rendered pictorially
without too much difficulty (see Mok’s exam-
ples). Likewise, visual design elements like color
and layout are more obvious and more easily
discussed because they represent a common, tan-
gible, real world experience for users.
Why is this level of visual display deemed an
information space? Woolsey says, “Visual think-
ing is really about spatial thinking … ideas take
place in space.” (1996, 43). Furthermore, “the hu-
man mind has the ability to organize experience
in spatial terms and recall objects associated with
physical locations … It seems reasonable that cre-
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ating spatial environments with information
items distributed in a stable and meaningful
fashion has the potential of enhancing informa-
tion usability and retrieval” (Small 1999, 799).
In fact, the technique of using imagined locales
to aid memory and thinking is actually a skill not
much practiced today, but one that has existed
since antiquity. Cicero wrote in 55 B.C. that “We
must for this purpose [memory] employ a num-
ber of remarkable places, clearly envisaged and
separated by short intervals: the images which
we use must be active, sharply-cut and distinc-
tive, such as may occur to the mind and strike it
with rapidity” (1979, 358). Quintillian, one hun-
dred and fifty years later, added “We may imagine
such places, real or imaginary, and images or
symbols, which we must, of course, invent for
ourselves … in fact as Cicero says, we use “places
like wax tablets and symbols in lieu of letters”
(1979, 354) [4]. These passages are not just his-
torical curiosities, but are important because the
thought processes they describe are applicable to
what we today are trying to accomplish. The idea
of using places to aid memory is the salient idea
of navigation through electronic media and there-
fore any and all examples of this thinking should
be consulted.
Navigation and metaphor in visual systems
Thus when confronted by a situation that utilizes
navigational and spatial metaphors like site, ar-
chitecture, location, and surfing, all words describ-
ing physically real places, or actions that move
one through a physically real space, the human
mind attempts to forge a familiar artificial world
to accommodate and integrate its experience in
gathering information. The mind, however, only
creates spatial metaphors in the presence of an
environment that can be assimilated (that informa-
tion systems are such environments seems to
have been decided de facto by popular choice). An
environment such as this is one where [here I use
my own terms and definitions] contextual clues
aid in the distinguishing of place (current loca-
tion), path (the history of interaction coupled
with place), and aim (the data sought, the meta-
phorical place that holds that data and a similar
place that will present it). Coupling these three
concepts together is the fact that the emerging
strategy (place, path, aim) to reach the data must
lie within the confines of the information space
created by a user or else allow a user to redefine
the definitions and boundaries of his information
space in an ongoing and real time manner.
According to Andrew Dillon at the Indiana
University School of Information and Library Sci-
ence, most research to date has focused “on the
analysis of visual navigation aids that might sup-
port users’ bottom-up processing of the spatial
display” (2000, 521). He goes on to say, however,
that an alternative is being formulated that “places
greater emphasis on the top-down application of
semantic knowledge by the user gleamed from
their experiences …” (Dillon 2000, 521). Using
navigational aids is no doubt helpful and nec-
essary and clearly builds on the lower level
visual design and architectural frameworks.
What Dillon is saying, however, is that attempt-
ing to create a fool proof type of architecture and
navigational suite places too much focus on the
computer system thereby locking in those who
use that system. Different users confronting the
same information architecture and visual design
may construct their information spaces to varying
degrees of comfort. And therein lies the crucial
difference between visual design and information
architecture on the one hand and information
space on the other. Other people create the first
two levels for users; users create the last by
interpreting the first two levels.
Chen recently compared many diverse studies
on individual learning differences to isolate the
most salient characteristics that influence and
mediate a user’s experience of information space.
Chen and his colleagues (Chen et al. 2000a, 503)
created a list of four broad questions they deemed
necessary to understanding any user ’s experi-
ences.
1. What are the predominant human factors concerning
the design of a virtual environment?
2. What is the role of individual differences in the use of
a virtual environment?
3. How do we assess the effectiveness and usability of a
virtual reality application?
4. How do we account for users’ cognitive and behavioral
experiences in a virtual world?
To this list Chen appends nine distinct issues
that he claims must be addressed in order to
answer any of the four questions.
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1. Individual differences in virtual environments in terms
of spatial ability and cognitive styles.
2. Learning in virtual environments, including cognitive
models, spatial memory, incidental learning, categoriza-
tion and abilities.
3. Usability and evaluation methodologies.
4. User preferences and satisfaction.
5. Analysis and modeling of user behavior, search strate-
gies, and navigation heuristics.
6. Multiuser virtual environments, 3D interactive systems,
spatial hypermedia.
7. Visualization and simulation in virtual environments.
8. Automated virtual environment generation and trans-
formation.
9. Semantic structures and spatial structures in virtual
environments.
Chen (2000b, based on earlier work by Dourish
and Chalmers 1994) also studied the interplay of
three metaphors for creating and using an infor-
mation space: spatial navigation, semantic navi-
gation, and social navigation. Spatial navigation
is the use of geometric representations or meta-
phors to reify “movement”. Semantic navigation
refers to how users create semantic relationships
to manoeuvre rather than the strictly geometric
ones of spatial navigation. Social navigation is
the intriguing idea that users will search within
and construct their own information spaces in
much the same way as like-minded individuals.
Jean Trumbo has also parsed information space
(she terms it design space, but it seems to be
the same construct) into more specific concepts.
Trumbo says that users of multimedia break their
spatial models into physical, conceptual, percep-
tual, and behavioral aspects (1997, 19). The most
fascinating part of her analysis is the notion that
design space harbors both architectural (func-
tional) and sculptural (expressive, artistic) pur-
poses. Some things are meant to be inhabited and
moved around in (the architecture) and others to
be viewed and admired (the sculptural), but visual
information systems really are both. We view in-
formation and reflect upon what we are seeing,
but use metaphors of movement and habitation
to designate our viewing experiences. If informa-
tion space is thought of as having an artistic func-
tion, then surely it should have an emotional,
expressive dimension just as art does. This di-
mension would stand apart from the obvious
cognitive and information aspects that are tra-
ditionally considered when thinking about how
users interact with visual systems.
Recent trends in understanding information
space also deal with semantic conceptualizations
of learning and the use of spatial metaphors to
describe navigation. Users must “assimilate in-
formation into their knowledge structures, an ac-
tivity that extends processing beyond traversing
layout [information architecture] to interpreting
meaning” (Dillon 2000, 523). In addition they must
gain a firm grasp of an information space by giv-
ing it “shape” (or otherwise, what are they navi-
gating through?). Users are not consciously aware
of constructing an information space, yet when
asked to describe their experiences will attempt
to draw shapes and linkages that denote a limit
to how and where the information is located and
how they moved through that information. To
me this implies that users simultaneously embed
themselves in their own information space and re-
tain a godlike ability to see above or through that
space in its entirety (or attempt to do so). In fact I
think an ability to engage in and switch at will
between both of these intellectual activities, at a
sufficiently high performance level, would distin-
guish a savvy user from a struggling one in a giv-
en complex multimedia or virtual environment.
So how does an abstract concept like informa-
tion space affect the library world? Most librari-
ans will not study information spaces nor discuss
them in day-to-day practice, yet such attempts to
understand the extraction of information from a
medium that already partially defines what it
means to be a librarian are worth pursuing. If the
diverse notions of information space could be
bolstered by well-developed criteria for evalua-
tion, such literature might eventually find its way
into library and information studies curricula.
Moreover, in teaching database searching I have
noticed that users (generally university students)
have no sense of where they are located regard-
ing where the catalog or local database begins
and ends nor realize that the other databases are
actually separate entities. This “seamless” environ-
ment has, of course, been a major objective for
many years and yet now that it is approaching a
reality, users are befuddled by the lack of distinc-
tion in moving from system to system. Thus, how
users internalize what they see as they transition
across various system resources is not translating
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into an internal path, or useful space, designating
how the systems are related to one another.
Future directions: Comics and mathematics
There are two disparate activities that may hold
promise for shedding light on how users create
information spaces. The first is mathematics. Ideas
like shape, space, location, distance, and path (the
last three implied by navigation) are all richly
explored and more refined within mathematics.
Because of my background, when I read about
space and shape, I formulate those terms in a
way that I suspect does not reflect common usage.
Thus I wonder how ideas such as shape, mapping,
and position in an abstract system are understood
by those unfamiliar with mathematics. I do not
want to actually perform higher mathematics in
this context. Rather, I think mining mathematics
for its metaphors, ideas, and conceptual under-
standings of shape and space might be fruitful in
order to see if there is something that fits what
users experience in creating an information space,
but do not have the vocabulary to name, except
with vague words like space and shape.
For instance, I wonder whether users think of
the various pages that they view and traverse as
connected (do they literally touch in the user ’s
mind) to one another or as discrete. Is the experi-
ence of navigating through a site akin to finding
the shortest path through a park in winter, when
only the cleared paths can be used (so the space
would be thought of only as the paths), or do us-
ers think of moving around in any possible di-
rection like I could do in summer when I can
walk on the grass too (when the space would in-
clude the area around the paths too and any path
is possible)?
In another example, I tend to conceptualize
information areas as “bubbles” in my mind, that
vary in size and extent depending on how much
information is available and in what salient sub-
ject areas it is strongest. To me these bubbles can
be distorted (a topological property) and stretched
(and do not have to be connected to one another,
but can be). My way of internally viewing these
forms makes me wonder how far a given site can
be “deformed” (i.e. changed somehow) before it
would lose its integrity or identity.
This use of mathematics would grow more po-
tent, I think, as the spatial rendering of an infor-
mation space became more abstract. I would like
to see if the ability to richly describe an informa-
tion space metaphorically, as Dillon suggests, cor-
relates with anything else (especially spatial
ability). Taking this further, do the shapes that
people describe have or acquire any geometric or
topologically invariant properties as a user builds
a richer information space with repeated use of
an architecture and/or does a given conception
of information space(s) alter longitudinally with
use of different information systems? Likewise, I
wonder whether familiarity with a given informa-
tion source, system, or architecture renders the
concomitant conceptual space more expressive
and whether there is a way to map these ideas
and begin to locate users within a meta space
whose points are made up of users’ information
spaces based on characteristics like shape, degree
of expressiveness, robustness, boundedness, and
others.
I also think it is worth studying the other
graphic medium that combines text and visual
images: comics or graphic novels. Scott McCloud
in his wonderful Understanding Comics defines
comics as “juxtaposed pictorial and other images
[this includes text] in deliberate sequence, in-
tended to convey information and/or produce an
aesthetic response in the viewer” (1993, 9). This
definition to me sounds remarkably like most con-
temporary information systems that rely upon
visual displays. Therefore, I believe strongly that
McCloud can teach us many useful things. With-
in western comics, for instance, there are a num-
ber of techniques for conveying duration, time,
and space on a small flat panel that is linked
sequentially with other panels. While this “se-
quentialness” means that comics do not exactly
have the architecture of a computer information
source, their (comics’) architecture is more com-
plicated than that of textual narratives and not
strictly left to right, panel after panel. Panels can
also differ in size and placement from page to
page as well as in other subtle ways.
More interesting still is that while the majority
of western comics change panels in an action-to-
action sequence or subject-to-subject (one charac-
ter to another), many Japanese comics do not.
McCloud says,
Aspect-to-aspect transitions have been an integral part of
Japanese mainstream comics almost from the very be-
ginning. Most often used to establish a mood or a sense
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of place [emphasis mine], time seems to stand still in these
quiet contemplative combinations. Even sequence, while
still an issue, seems far less important here than in other
transitions. Rather than acting as a bridge between sepa-
rate moments, the reader must assemble a single moment
using scattered fragments. (1993, 79)
This passage echoes the assemblage that a user
performs to keep track of where he is in in-
formation architecture and then begin to place
the transitions that led to that mental picture into
a semantic model coherent with an already for-
mulated worldview. It would be very interesting
to see if familiarity with Japanese comics (more
specifically, ease with this sort of view of time
and space) would influence how a person navi-
gates and conceptualizes a complex information
system.
Time and navigation
I am also surprised that in all my reading the focus
was on location and movement and interpreta-
tion, with little mention of time or duration. I am
not sure whether the studies of information
spaces assume that time is implicit in their
understanding of perceptual recognition and
semantic formulation or whether no one thinks
users might conceive of information sources be-
ing not just related physically or semantically, but
temporally as well. Again, McCloud says “in
learning to read comics we all learned to perceive
time spatially for in the world of comics, time
and space are one and the same.” (1993, 100) and
that “as a result, so too are the issues of time and
motion [i.e. navigation]” (1993, 107).
The notion of space and shape used implies
that when things are close together (less places in
between) they are also automatically closer to-
gether in time is also worth examining. I am
curious whether users think of all the possible
screens they could see (places) as actually exist-
ing simultaneously in time, not beginning or
ending with viewing (just as I presume France
exists in time even when I am not there). This
would mean having an indeterminate duration
while having a precise location (an architectural
assumption about place).
The alternative is that users imagine, when
they navigate, that displays flicker in and out of
existence with movement, thus having a measur-
able duration. Time becomes tied to place. This
idea echoes the notion of pre- and post-coordina-
tion that librarians make use of in a controlled
vocabulary. Pre-coordination refers to displays
that are decided upon ahead of time. For exam-
ple, doing an author search in most catalogs will
result in an alphabetical list beginning with the
chosen name. This list has been pre-established
by the librarians (or more accurately, the catalog-
ers) and is not going to change based on the user.
Post-coordination, however, gives a screen dis-
play that depends very much on what a user puts
into a system. Keyword searching perfectly illus-
trates post-coordination. The search terms may
never have been placed together before and the
resulting display (list) is entirely novel.
In real world movement, reality is pre-coordi-
nated; we assume that both places and time are
already created and continue to exist. Since the
navigation metaphor is so common to under-
standing information spaces, it should assume
that places exist whether we are there or not. And
yet, post-coordination shows that techniques like
keyword searching guarantee that information
displays are newly created and do not enjoy
duration (the display is created by and exists as
long as the user remains present). Therefore even
as a real world metaphor is used to describe
searching experiences, the metaphor falls short
because there is no real world experience akin to
visiting a freshly created place whose mere
existence is dependent upon the viewer’s intent.
Conclusion
By focusing on different levels of abstractness, I
have attempted to create a useful partitioning of
activity concerning visual information displays
while retaining practical and theoretical connec-
tions between the different levels. At each level,
information display, information architecture, and
information space, I have included what I believe
are useful guidelines to creating, using, and under-
standing the purpose and functioning of that
level. The criteria should not be thought of as
checklists, but rather as templates for clear in-
formation exchange. Just as my levels become
more abstract, the templates shift from statements
of activity that can be readily assessed towards
questions of intent and meaning that require
thoughtful deliberation before answering. It is
very important to realize this taxonomy is sym-
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biotic in nature. What happens at any given level
influences and manifests itself in the other levels.
Finally, since this entire enterprise is about the
human response to emergent technology and
gaining a better understanding of human-com-
puter communication, two points should be
made about visual information displays as an
example of how technology intersects with social
life. First, what unites information space with in-
formation architecture and any level of visual
design is that “design relies upon the thoughtful
consideration of human behavior” (Trumbo 1997,
23). Those who do not understand this idea or
choose to ignore it risk folly.
Second, Henry Petroski, who has written at
length about the sociology of technological de-
velopment, argues that a good, well-designed
technology ultimately becomes an invisible tech-
nology because the focus shifts from how some-
thing works to how it can be used. Given the
novelty of information systems and the variety of
visual displays, it is not surprising that most user
attention is still riveted on successfully learning
systems. No architecture is so fully developed to
be intuitive for even a simple majority of all pos-
sible users. And, assuming continued technologi-
cal development, truly virtual or spatial (3D)
information systems may become viable, causing
another shift in understanding [5]. Visual In-
formation displays will reach their full potential
in the library, regardless of their form, when the
generic user no longer notices them as a tech-
nology, but transparently assumes their existence
and usage much like a telephone.
Notes
1. In additon to the References section below, an an-
notated bibliography in the Appendix provides
further information on the topic of visual displays
of information.
2. The previous level, visual design, works perfectly
well for paper displays, graphs, statistics, and
signs; all pictorial information that libraries use.
3. Mok (1996) has beautiful renderings of site maps
and case studies in information architecture de-
sign, though all of the examples are commercial.
4. For more on this topic see Francis Yates’ The Art of
Memory (1966).
5. For entertaining versions of what this scenario could
look like, see Neal Stephenson’s novels, Snow
Crash (1995)  and The Diamond Age (1992).
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